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High Assurance SystemsHigh Assurance Systems

  "Systems where   "Systems where compelling evidencecompelling evidence is required is required
that the system delivers itsthat the system delivers its  servicesservices in a manner in a manner
that satisfies certain critical properties such asthat satisfies certain critical properties such as

safety,safety,
security,security,
fault tolerance,fault tolerance,
survivabilitysurvivability""

McLean'95
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uu IntroductionIntroduction
–– Problems & challenges with HASProblems & challenges with HAS
–– Problems & challenges with Problems & challenges with RERE for HAS for HAS

uu A goal-oriented RE method in actionA goal-oriented RE method in action
–– Goal refinement & abstractionGoal refinement & abstraction
–– Analysis of obstacles & conflictsAnalysis of obstacles & conflicts
–– Goal operationalizationGoal operationalization

uu Goal-based reasoning for higher assuranceGoal-based reasoning for higher assurance

uu ConclusionConclusion

Problems & challenges Problems & challenges withwith HAS HAS

uu The later defects are found,The later defects are found,
      the more expensive & dangerous they are ...      the more expensive & dangerous they are ...

              ⇓⇓

–– start caring for high assurance atstart caring for high assurance at
requirements engineering timerequirements engineering time

–– preserve high assurance at every transition topreserve high assurance at every transition to
downstream productsdownstream products  (architecture, code)  (architecture, code)
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Problems & challenges Problems & challenges withwith HAS   HAS  (2)(2)

uu A posteriori detection/fix of defects mayA posteriori detection/fix of defects may
endlessly generate other defects ...endlessly generate other defects ...

              ⇓⇓

–– adopt a constructive approach whereadopt a constructive approach where
     high assurance is      high assurance is provided by constructionprovided by construction

Problems & challenges Problems & challenges withwith HAS   HAS  (3)(3)

uu High assurance requires much stronger level ofHigh assurance requires much stronger level of
confidence ...confidence ...

              ⇓⇓
–– stronger confidencestronger confidence requires  requires formalformal

elaboration & analysis, supported by toolselaboration & analysis, supported by tools

–– usabilityusability at requirements engineering time at requirements engineering time
requires requires lightweight lightweight techniquestechniques
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Problems Problems & challenges& challenges with RE  with RE for for HASHAS

uu Requirements are not there,Requirements are not there,
        you have to elicit them        you have to elicit them
                          & structure them                          & structure them

uu  RE  RE ≠≠  translationtranslation  informal requirements intoinformal requirements into
                                                                        ±±  formal modelformal model

What is RE about?What is RE about?

goalsgoalsWHY?WHY?

WHAT?WHAT?

operationalizationoperationalization

requirementsrequirements,,
assumptionsassumptions

domaindomain
knowledgeknowledge
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What is RE about?What is RE about?

goalsgoalsWHY?WHY?

WHAT?WHAT?

WHO?WHO?

operationalizationoperationalization

responsibilityresponsibility
assignmentassignment

requirementsrequirements,,
assumptionsassumptions

domaindomain
knowledgeknowledge

Problems Problems & challenges& challenges with RE  with RE for for HASHAS

uu Requirements elaboration is hard ...Requirements elaboration is hard ...
–– ranges from ranges from high-levelhigh-level,, strategic strategic objectives objectives
                   to                    to detaileddetailed, , technicaltechnical requirements requirements

–– involves  software involves  software ++ environment environment

–– requires evaluationrequires evaluation of  of alternativesalternatives

–– raises raises conflictingconflicting  concernsconcerns

–– requires anticipation ofrequires anticipation of  unexpectedunexpected  behaviorsbehaviors
      (for requirements completeness, system robustness)      (for requirements completeness, system robustness)
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–– goal-orientedgoal-oriented:  :  to ensure that operational requirementsto ensure that operational requirements
meet meet safety, security, survivability objectivessafety, security, survivability objectives

HAS:  requirements onHAS:  requirements on
requirements elaboration process ...requirements elaboration process ...

–– goal-orientedgoal-oriented:  :  to ensure that operational requirementsto ensure that operational requirements
meet meet safety, security, survivability objectivessafety, security, survivability objectives

–– incrementalincremental:  for early analysis of partial models:  for early analysis of partial models

–– systematicsystematic:  for analyst guidance & req completeness:  for analyst guidance & req completeness

HAS:  requirements onHAS:  requirements on
requirements elaboration process ...requirements elaboration process ...
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–– goal-orientedgoal-oriented:  :  to ensure that operational requirementsto ensure that operational requirements
meet meet safety, security, survivability objectivessafety, security, survivability objectives

–– incrementalincremental:  for early analysis of partial models:  for early analysis of partial models

–– systematicsystematic:  for analyst guidance & req completeness:  for analyst guidance & req completeness

–– based on based on multiple modelsmultiple models:  for capturing multiple facets:  for capturing multiple facets
                intentional, structural, operational, responsibilitiesintentional, structural, operational, responsibilities

HAS:  requirements onHAS:  requirements on
requirements elaboration process ...requirements elaboration process ...

–– goal-orientedgoal-oriented:  :  to ensure that operational requirementsto ensure that operational requirements
meet meet safety, security, survivability objectivessafety, security, survivability objectives

–– incrementalincremental:  for early analysis of partial models:  for early analysis of partial models

–– systematicsystematic:  for analyst guidance & req completeness:  for analyst guidance & req completeness

–– based on based on multiple modelsmultiple models:  for capturing multiple facets:  for capturing multiple facets
                intentional, structural, operational, responsibilitiesintentional, structural, operational, responsibilities

–– formal formal when neededwhen needed, but lightweight, but lightweight

–– flexibleflexible, , opportunisticopportunistic      ⇒⇒  top-down, bottom-up  top-down, bottom-up

HAS:  requirements onHAS:  requirements on
requirements elaboration process ...requirements elaboration process ...
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–– goal-orientedgoal-oriented:  :  to ensure that operational requirementsto ensure that operational requirements
meet meet safety, security, survivability objectivessafety, security, survivability objectives

–– incrementalincremental:  for early analysis of partial models:  for early analysis of partial models

–– systematicsystematic:  for analyst guidance & req completeness:  for analyst guidance & req completeness

–– based on based on multiple modelsmultiple models:  for capturing multiple facets:  for capturing multiple facets
                intentional, structural, operational, responsibilitiesintentional, structural, operational, responsibilities

–– formal formal when neededwhen needed, but lightweight, but lightweight

–– flexibleflexible, , opportunisticopportunistic      ⇒⇒  top-down, bottom-up  top-down, bottom-up

–– Open to Open to seamlessseamless transition to architecture transition to architecture

HAS:  requirements onHAS:  requirements on
requirements elaboration process ...requirements elaboration process ...

A few definitions...A few definitions...

uu Goal:Goal:    prescriptiveprescriptive statement of intent statement of intent
                          (functional, non-functional)(functional, non-functional)

uu Domain prop:Domain prop:  descriptivedescriptive statement about domain statement about domain
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A few definitions...A few definitions...

uu Goal:Goal:    prescriptiveprescriptive statement of intent statement of intent
                          (functional, non-functional)(functional, non-functional)

uu Domain prop:Domain prop:  descriptivedescriptive statement about domain statement about domain

uu Agent: Agent:  active component, controls behaviors active component, controls behaviors
                                    software-to-be, existing software, device, humansoftware-to-be, existing software, device, human

Goal achievement requires agent cooperationGoal achievement requires agent cooperation
The more fine-grained a goal is, the less agents are requiredThe more fine-grained a goal is, the less agents are required

A few definitions...A few definitions...

uu Goal:Goal:    prescriptiveprescriptive statement of intent statement of intent
                          (functional, non-functional)(functional, non-functional)

uu Domain prop:Domain prop:  descriptivedescriptive statement about domain statement about domain

uu Agent: Agent:  active component, controls behaviors active component, controls behaviors
                                    software-to-be, existing software, device, humansoftware-to-be, existing software, device, human

Goal achievement requires agent cooperationGoal achievement requires agent cooperation
The more fine-grained a goal is, the less agents are requiredThe more fine-grained a goal is, the less agents are required

uu Requirement:Requirement:  goal assigned to software agent  goal assigned to software agent

uu Expectation:Expectation:  goal assigned to environment agent  goal assigned to environment agent
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OutlineOutline

uu IntroductionIntroduction
–– Problems & challenges with HASProblems & challenges with HAS
–– Problems & challenges with RE for HASProblems & challenges with RE for HAS

uu A goal-oriented RE method in actionA goal-oriented RE method in action
–– Goal refinement & abstractionGoal refinement & abstraction
–– Analysis of obstacles & conflictsAnalysis of obstacles & conflicts
–– Goal operationalizationGoal operationalization

uu Goal-based reasoning for higher assuranceGoal-based reasoning for higher assurance

uu ConclusionConclusion

The KAOS The KAOS goal-oriented RE methodgoal-oriented RE method

1. Domain analysis:1. Domain analysis:
refine/abstractrefine/abstract

goalsgoals

SafeTransportation

NoTrainSameBlock
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The KAOS The KAOS goal-oriented RE methodgoal-oriented RE method

Train Block0:1

On

1. Domain analysis:1. Domain analysis:
refine/abstractrefine/abstract

goalsgoals

SafeTransportation

2. Domain analysis:2. Domain analysis:
derive/structurederive/structure

objectsobjects

NoTrainSameBlock

The KAOS The KAOS goal-oriented RE methodgoal-oriented RE method

Train Block0:1

On

1. Domain analysis:1. Domain analysis:
refine/abstractrefine/abstract

goalsgoals

SafeTransportation

2. Domain analysis:2. Domain analysis:
derive/structurederive/structure

objectsobjects

3. S2B analysis:3. S2B analysis:
enriched goalsenriched goals
((alternatives)alternatives)

SafeComdNoTrainSameBlock
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The KAOS The KAOS goal-oriented RE methodgoal-oriented RE method

Train Block0:1

On

1. Domain analysis:1. Domain analysis:
refine/abstractrefine/abstract

goalsgoals
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2. Domain analysis:2. Domain analysis:
derive/structurederive/structure

objectsobjects

3. S2B analysis:3. S2B analysis:
enriched goalsenriched goals
((alternatives)alternatives)
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4. S2B analysis:4. S2B analysis:
enriched objectsenriched objects
from new goalsfrom new goals

SafeComdNoTrainSameBlock

The KAOS The KAOS goal-oriented RE methodgoal-oriented RE method
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The KAOS The KAOS goal-oriented RE methodgoal-oriented RE method

Train Block0:1

On

1. Domain analysis:1. Domain analysis:
refine/abstractrefine/abstract

goalsgoals

SafeAcceler

SafeTransportation

2. Domain analysis:2. Domain analysis:
derive/structurederive/structure

objectsobjects

3. S2B analysis:3. S2B analysis:
enriched goalsenriched goals
((alternatives)alternatives)

CommandDriving

4. S2B analysis:4. S2B analysis:
enriched objectsenriched objects
from new goalsfrom new goals

5. Responsibility analysis:5. Responsibility analysis:
  agent OR-assignment  agent OR-assignment

1-5. Obstacle & conflict1-5. Obstacle & conflict
analysisanalysis

SafeComdNoTrainSameBlock

The KAOS The KAOS goal-oriented RE methodgoal-oriented RE method

Train Block0:1

On

1. Domain analysis:1. Domain analysis:
refine/abstractrefine/abstract

goalsgoals

SafeAcceler

SafeTransportation

2. Domain analysis:2. Domain analysis:
derive/structurederive/structure

objectsobjects

3. S2B analysis:3. S2B analysis:
enriched goalsenriched goals
((alternatives)alternatives)

CommandDriving

4. S2B analysis:4. S2B analysis:
enriched objectsenriched objects
from new goalsfrom new goals

5. Responsibility analysis:5. Responsibility analysis:
  agent OR-assignment  agent OR-assignment

1-5. Obstacle & conflict1-5. Obstacle & conflict
analysisanalysis

6. Operationalization6. Operationalization
  & behavior analysis  & behavior analysis

Send
Command

OnBoardControllerOnBoardController

:OBC

SafeComdNoTrainSameBlock
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The KAOS The KAOS goal-oriented RE method  goal-oriented RE method  (2)(2)

Train Block0:1

On SafeAcceler

SafeTransportation

CommandDriving

Send
Command

OnBoardControllerOnBoardController

:OBC

SafeComdNoTrainSameBlock

At any time:At any time:
 abstraction abstraction

(e.g. from scenarios)(e.g. from scenarios)

Goal identification from initial Goal identification from initial materialmaterial

Effective Coolant SystemEffective Coolant System

(Courtois & Parnas ' 93;  Letier’02)
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Goal identification from initial Goal identification from initial materialmaterial

Loss OfLoss Of
CoolantCoolant

Effective Coolant SystemEffective Coolant System

...... (Courtois & Parnas ' 93;  Letier’02)

Goal identification from initial Goal identification from initial materialmaterial

SafetyInjection SafetyInjection IffIff LossOfCoolant LossOfCoolant

Loss OfLoss Of
CoolantCoolant

mitigatesmitigates

Effective Coolant SystemEffective Coolant System

...... (Courtois & Parnas ' 93;  Letier’02)
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Goal identification from initial Goal identification from initial materialmaterial

SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection
IffIff  LowWaterPressureLowWaterPressure

LossOfCoolant LossOfCoolant IffIff
LowWaterPressureLowWaterPressure

SafetyInjection SafetyInjection IffIff LossOfCoolant LossOfCoolant

Loss OfLoss Of
CoolantCoolant

mitigatesmitigates

Effective Coolant SystemEffective Coolant System

......

DomPropDomProp

(Courtois & Parnas ' 93;  Letier’02)

Formalizing goals Formalizing goals &&  derivingderiving objects objects

GoalGoal  MaintainMaintain  [[SafetyInjectionSafetyInjectionIffIffLowWaterPressureLowWaterPressure]]
DefDef  The safety injection signal should be ‘On’ when  and
only when the water pressure is below the low set point

    FormalSpecFormalSpec
SafetyInjectionSignal = ‘On’ SafetyInjectionSignal = ‘On’ ⇔⇔  WaterPressure < ‘ Low ’WaterPressure < ‘ Low ’
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Formalizing goals Formalizing goals &&  derivingderiving objects objects

GoalGoal  MaintainMaintain  [[SafetyInjectionSafetyInjectionIffIffLowWaterPressureLowWaterPressure]]
DefDef  The safety injection signal should be ‘On’ when  and
only when the water pressure is below the low set point

    FormalSpecFormalSpec
SafetyInjectionSignal = ‘On’ SafetyInjectionSignal = ‘On’ ⇔⇔  WaterPressure < ‘ Low ’WaterPressure < ‘ Low ’

Coolant SystemCoolant System

WaterPressureWaterPressure::
                  PressureUnitPressureUnit

ESFASESFAS
  SafetyInjectionSignalSafetyInjectionSignal::
                                            {On, Off}{On, Off}

⇓⇓

GoalsGoals provide a precise criterion provide a precise criterion
for for completecomplete, , pertinentpertinent object object  modelmodel

Detecting Detecting &&  resolvingresolving  goalgoal  conflictsconflicts

StartUP StartUP ⇒⇒  ¬¬    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjectionSafetyInjection SafetyInjection ⇔⇔
    LowWaterPressureLowWaterPressure
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Detecting Detecting &&  resolvingresolving  goalgoal  conflictsconflicts

StartUp StartUp ⇒⇒  ¬¬    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

boundaryboundary
condition forcondition for

conflictconflict

SafetyInjection SafetyInjection ⇔⇔
    LowWaterPressureLowWaterPressure

◊◊  (StartUp (StartUp ∧∧  LowWaterPressure)LowWaterPressure)

Detecting Detecting &&  resolvingresolving  goalgoal  conflictsconflicts

StartUP StartUP ⇒⇒  ¬¬    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

boundaryboundary
condition forcondition for

conflictconflict

uu Boundary conditions generated formally from goalsBoundary conditions generated formally from goals
uu Resolutions generated by formal operatorsResolutions generated by formal operators

resolutionresolution::

goal weakeninggoal weakening

SafetyInjection SafetyInjection ⇔⇔  
LowWaterPressureLowWaterPressure  ∧∧  ¬¬ StartUp StartUp

SafetyInjection SafetyInjection ⇔⇔
    LowWaterPressureLowWaterPressure

◊◊  (StartUp (StartUp ∧∧  LowWaterPressure)LowWaterPressure)
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Generating Generating goal refinementsgoal refinements & assignments & assignments

uu Goals Goals need toneed to be refined until be refined until
              assignable              assignable to  to singlesingle agents agents

uu A goalA goal is  is realizablerealizable by  by agent ifagent if
   amounts to    amounts to relationrelation on on  variables that arevariables that are

monitorable & controllable by the agentmonitorable & controllable by the agent

monitored monitored varsvars controlled controlled varsvars
Agent

Goal

Generating goal refinements & assignments  Generating goal refinements & assignments  (2)(2)

uu Goal may be Goal may be unrealizableunrealizable by  by agent becauseagent because......
–– unmonitorableunmonitorable  variablevariable
–– uncontrollableuncontrollable  variablevariable

–– unachievable monitoring/control ofunachievable monitoring/control of  futurefuture, ..., ...

            ((completecomplete taxonomy of unrealizability  taxonomy of unrealizability problems)problems)

                            ⇓⇓
uu AgentAgent-based -based tactics tactics generate generate alternative refinements alternative refinements &&

assignments assignments   to resolve unrealizabilityto resolve unrealizability

(Letier’02)
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Generating goal refinements & assignments  Generating goal refinements & assignments  (3)(3)

LowWaterPressure LowWaterPressure ∧∧  ¬¬ StartUp StartUp  ⇔⇔    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

Generating goal refinements & assignments  Generating goal refinements & assignments  (3)(3)

LowWaterPressure LowWaterPressure ∧∧  ¬¬ StartUp StartUp  ⇔⇔    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

unmonitorableunmonitorable
by ESFASby ESFAS
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Generating goal refinements & assignments  Generating goal refinements & assignments  (3)(3)

LowWaterPressure LowWaterPressure ∧∧  ¬¬ StartUp StartUp  ⇔⇔    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

StartUpStartUp
        ⇔⇔      OverriddenOverridden

 LowWaterPressure LowWaterPressure ∧∧  ¬¬  OverriddenOverridden
                                                ⇔⇔    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

unmonitorableunmonitorable
by ESFASby ESFAS

Generating goal refinements & assignments  Generating goal refinements & assignments  (3)(3)

LowWaterPressure LowWaterPressure ∧∧  ¬¬ StartUp StartUp  ⇔⇔    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

StartUpStartUp
        ⇔⇔      OverriddenOverridden

 LowWaterPressure LowWaterPressure ∧∧  ¬¬  OverriddenOverridden
                                                ⇔⇔    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

unmonitorableunmonitorable
by ESFASby ESFAS

 ESFAS
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Generating goal refinements & assignments  Generating goal refinements & assignments  (3)(3)

LowWaterPressure LowWaterPressure ∧∧  ¬¬ StartUp StartUp  ⇔⇔    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

StartUpStartUp
        ⇔⇔      OverriddenOverridden

 LowWaterPressure LowWaterPressure ∧∧  ¬¬ Overridden Overridden
                                                ⇔⇔    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

unmonitorableunmonitorable
by ESFASby ESFAS

ESFAS

Generating goal refinements & assignments  Generating goal refinements & assignments  (3)(3)

LowWaterPressure LowWaterPressure ∧∧  ¬¬ StartUp StartUp  ⇔⇔    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

StartUpStartUp
        ⇔⇔     Overridden Overridden

 LowWaterPressure LowWaterPressure ∧∧  ¬¬ Overridden Overridden
                                                ⇔⇔      SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

unmonitorableunmonitorable
by ESFASby ESFAS

ESFAS

 @@  StartUpStartUp
              ⇔⇔    ManualBlockManualBlock

 @@  ¬¬ StartUp StartUp
                ⇔⇔    ManualResetManualReset

...... ...... OperatorOperator
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Generating goal refinements & assignments  Generating goal refinements & assignments  (3)(3)

LowWaterPressure LowWaterPressure ∧∧  ¬¬ StartUp StartUp  ⇔⇔    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

StartUpStartUp
        ⇔⇔  Overridden  Overridden

 LowWaterPressure LowWaterPressure ∧∧  ¬¬ Overridden Overridden
                                                ⇔⇔      SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

ESFAS

 @@  StartUpStartUp
              ⇔⇔    ManualBlockManualBlock

 @@  ¬¬ StartUp StartUp
                ⇔⇔    ManualResetManualReset

ManualBlockManualBlock
⇔⇔  @@  OverriddenOverridden

ManualResetManualReset
⇔⇔  @@  ¬¬  OverriddenOverridden

ESFAS

Operator Operator

Derived AgentDerived Agent  ModelModel

Extended 4-variable modelExtended 4-variable model
derived fromderived from goal formulations goal formulations

ESFAS Safety 
Components

Coolant System

BlockBlock

ResetReset

SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection
SignalSignal

WaterPressureWaterPressure

Operator
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Eliciting goals for more robust system:Eliciting goals for more robust system:
obstacle analysisobstacle analysis

uu Problem:  goals are often Problem:  goals are often too idealtoo ideal,   will be violated,   will be violated
            because of unexpected agent behaviorbecause of unexpected agent behavior

uu Obstacle =  condition on system for goal obstructionObstacle =  condition on system for goal obstruction

{{  O, DomO, Dom  }}  ||==    ¬¬  GG obstructionobstruction

DomDom  ||≠≠  ¬¬  OO domain consistencydomain consistency

          =  anti-goal=  anti-goal
        high-level exception, in         high-level exception, in S2BS2B  oror in  in environmentenvironment

uu ExamplesExamples
for safetyGoals:    obstacles =  for safetyGoals:    obstacles =  hazardshazards
for securityGoals:  obstacles =  for securityGoals:  obstacles =  threats, attacksthreats, attacks
......

Obstacle analysis  Obstacle analysis  (2)(2)

uu Anticipate obstacles ...Anticipate obstacles ...

⇒⇒   new, deidealized goalsnew, deidealized goals

⇒⇒  more complete, realistic requirements  more complete, realistic requirements

⇒⇒    more robust systemmore robust system

(Potts 1995; van Lamsweerde 1998, 2000)
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Obstacle analysis  Obstacle analysis  (3)(3)

uu For every leaf goal in refinement graphFor every leaf goal in refinement graph
        (requirement (requirement oror expectation): expectation):

–– identifyidentify as many obstacles as possible as many obstacles as possible
–– retainretain those feasible & likely ones those feasible & likely ones
–– resolveresolve them according to their criticality them according to their criticality

    =    =  goal-anchored ...  goal-anchored ...

    hazard analysis for safetyGoals    hazard analysis for safetyGoals
    threat analysis for securityGoals    threat analysis for securityGoals
      ...      ...

Obstacle analysis  Obstacle analysis  (4)(4)

uu To To identify identify obstacles to goal G:obstacles to goal G:
–– negate negate GG;;

–– find as many find as many AND/ORAND/OR refinements of  refinements of ¬¬  GG as as possible possible
in view of domain properties in view of domain properties (known or (known or toto  be elicitedbe elicited)) ... ...

–– ... until reaching obstruction preconditions ... until reaching obstruction preconditions that arethat are

feasible, likely & observablefeasible, likely & observable

uu If "formal button" pressed:If "formal button" pressed:
     domain-complete set of obstacles can be generated     domain-complete set of obstacles can be generated
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GeneratingGenerating Obstacles Obstacles

GoalGoal-anchored form of -anchored form of formal faultformal fault tree tree

  @@ StartUp StartUp
              ⇔⇔  ManualBlock  ManualBlock

   ◊◊  ((@ StartUp@ StartUp
                  ∧∧  ¬¬ ManualBlock ManualBlock))

   ◊◊  ((¬¬  @ StartUp@ StartUp
                    ∧∧    ManualBlock )ManualBlock )

Operator

GeneratingGenerating  Obstacles Obstacles   (2)(2)

 LowWaterPressure LowWaterPressure ∧∧  ¬¬ Overridden Overridden  
                                                ⇔⇔    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

ESFAS

 LowWP LowWP ∧∧  ¬¬ Overridden Overridden
        ∧∧  ¬¬ SafetyInjection SafetyInjection

    ((¬¬    LowWP LowWP ∨∨ Overridden Overridden))
                ∧∧    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection
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GeneratingGenerating  Obstacles Obstacles   (2)(2)

 LowWaterPressure LowWaterPressure ∧∧  ¬¬ Overridden Overridden  
                                                ⇔⇔    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

ESFAS

 LowWP LowWP ∧∧  ¬¬ Overridden Overridden
        ∧∧  ¬¬ SafetyInjection SafetyInjection

    ((¬¬    LowWP LowWP ∨∨ Overridden Overridden))
                ∧∧    SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

¬¬  LowWPLowWP
∧∧  ¬¬ Overridden Overridden

∧∧  SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

¬¬  LowWPLowWP
∧∧ Overridden Overridden

∧∧  SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

LowWPLowWP
∧∧ Overridden Overridden

∧∧  SafetyInjectionSafetyInjection

OROR

Obstacle Obstacle analysisanalysis  : :  a real  a real (but sad)(but sad) example example

ATC project  @ CEDITI, completed ATC project  @ CEDITI, completed March 2001March 2001
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Obstacle analysis :  a real Obstacle analysis :  a real (but sad)(but sad) example example

ATC project  @ CEDITI, completed ATC project  @ CEDITI, completed March 2001March 2001

UberlingenUberlingen
mid-air collision,  mid-air collision,  July 2001July 2001

FactsFacts
–– July 1st 2002, southern GermanyJuly 1st 2002, southern Germany
–– DHL Boeing 757 DHL Boeing 757 xx Russian Tu-154 Russian Tu-154
–– 71 people killed, incl. 52 children71 people killed, incl. 52 children

Preliminary analysis shows:Preliminary analysis shows:
–– STCA out of order at Swiss ATCSTCA out of order at Swiss ATC
–– Only 1 controller on duty at crash time (the other one wasOnly 1 controller on duty at crash time (the other one was

taking a break) taking a break) àà controller overloaded controller overloaded
–– Problem between air traffic handover between SwitzerlandProblem between air traffic handover between Switzerland

and Germany for another flight landingand Germany for another flight landing
–– German ATC failed to call Swiss ATCGerman ATC failed to call Swiss ATC
–– Conflict between Conflict between Tu’sTu’s TCAS embedded system and tower’s TCAS embedded system and tower’s

orderorder
–– Pilot choice: Tower’s order prior to TCASPilot choice: Tower’s order prior to TCAS
–– Discrepancies between screen displays and radar Discrepancies between screen displays and radar tracestraces
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Obstacle analysis :  a real Obstacle analysis :  a real (but sad)(but sad) example example

–– STCA out of order at Swiss ATCSTCA out of order at Swiss ATC
–– Only 1 controller on duty at crash timeOnly 1 controller on duty at crash time

(the other one was taking a break) (the other one was taking a break) àà
controller overloadedcontroller overloaded

–– Problem between air traffic handoverProblem between air traffic handover
between Switzerland and Germany forbetween Switzerland and Germany for
another flightanother flight

–– German ATC failed to call Swiss ATCGerman ATC failed to call Swiss ATC
–– Conflict between Conflict between Tu’sTu’s TCAS embedded TCAS embedded

system and tower’s ordersystem and tower’s order
–– Pilot choice: Tower’s order prior to TCASPilot choice: Tower’s order prior to TCAS
–– Discrepancies between screen displays andDiscrepancies between screen displays and

radar tracesradar traces

Resolving ObstaclesResolving Obstacles

uu AssessAssess likelihood & criticality of obstacles likelihood & criticality of obstacles

uu GenerateGenerate alternative  alternative resolutionsresolutions
                  (based on resolution operators/tactics)(based on resolution operators/tactics)

uu EvaluateEvaluate  "best" resolutions & select one"best" resolutions & select one
                  ((based on based on non-functional/quality goals)non-functional/quality goals)
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Resolving Resolving Obstacles  Obstacles  (2)(2)

uu ResolutionResolution  operators/tacticsoperators/tactics
–– eliminate obstacleeliminate obstacle

goal substitution, goal substitution, agent substitution,agent substitution,
goalgoal weakening, obstacle prevention, ... weakening, obstacle prevention, ...

–– reduce obstaclereduce obstacle

–– tolerate obstacletolerate obstacle
goal restorationgoal restoration, obstacle mitigation, ..., obstacle mitigation, ...

uu may be applied...may be applied...
–– at specification time at specification time ⇒⇒    spec transformationspec transformation
–– at run-time at run-time ⇒⇒  obstacle monitoring  obstacle monitoring

Resolving Resolving Obstacles  Obstacles  (3)(3)

  @ StartUp@ StartUp
              ⇔⇔  ManualBlock  ManualBlock

   ◊◊  ((¬¬  @ StartUp@ StartUp
                ∧∧    ManualBlock )ManualBlock )

Operator
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Resolving Resolving Obstacles  Obstacles  (3)(3)

        WeakenWeaken expectation on  expectation on OperatorOperator
& & strengthenstrengthen requirement on  requirement on ESFASESFAS

  @ StartUp@ StartUp
              ⇔⇔  ManualBlock  ManualBlock

   ◊◊  ((¬¬  @ StartUp@ StartUp
                ∧∧    ManualBlock )ManualBlock )

ManualBlockManualBlock
⇔⇔  @@  OverriddenOverridden

⇓

Operator

ESFAS

Resolving Resolving Obstacles  Obstacles  (3)(3)

        WeakenWeaken expectation on  expectation on OperatorOperator
& & strengthenstrengthen requirement on  requirement on ESFASESFAS

    DomProp:    DomProp:
WaterPressureWaterPressure  > ‘Permit’> ‘Permit’  ⇒⇒  ¬¬ StartUp StartUp

  @ StartUp@ StartUp
              ⇔⇔  ManualBlock  ManualBlock

   ◊◊  ((¬¬  @ StartUp@ StartUp
                ∧∧    ManualBlock )ManualBlock )

ManualBlockManualBlock
⇔⇔  @@  OverriddenOverridden

⇓

Operator

ESFAS
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Resolving Resolving Obstacles  Obstacles  (3)(3)

        WeakenWeaken expectation on  expectation on OperatorOperator
& & strengthenstrengthen requirement on  requirement on ESFASESFAS

    DomProp:    DomProp:
WaterPressureWaterPressure  > ‘Permit’> ‘Permit’  ⇒⇒  ¬¬ StartUp StartUp

ManualBlockManualBlock  ∧∧  WaterPressureWaterPressure  ≤≤ ‘Permit’ ‘Permit’  ∧∧  ••  ¬¬  OverriddenOverridden
⇔⇔   @  @  Overridden Overridden

  @ StartUp@ StartUp
              ⇔⇔  ManualBlock  ManualBlock

   ◊◊  ((¬¬  @ StartUp@ StartUp
                ∧∧    ManualBlock )ManualBlock )

ManualBlockManualBlock
⇔⇔  @@  OverriddenOverridden

⇓

Operator

ESFAS

OperationalizingOperationalizing goals goals

GoalGoal  MaintainMaintain   [[OverriddenOverriddenWhenWhenManualBlockManualBlock
            AndAndPressureLessThanPermitPressureLessThanPermit]]

FormalSpecFormalSpec

ManualBlockManualBlock  ∧∧ WaterPressure WaterPressure  ≤≤ ‘Permit’  ‘Permit’ ∧∧  ••  ¬¬ Overridden Overridden
⇔⇔    @ Overridden@ Overridden

⇓⇓
OperationOperation  OverrideSafetyInjectionOverrideSafetyInjection
    DomPreDomPre    ¬¬  OverriddenOverridden
    DomPostDomPost      OverriddenOverridden
    ReqPre/Trig forReqPre/Trig for  OverriddenOverriddenWhenWhenManualBlock ManualBlock 

            AndAndPressureLessThanPermit:PressureLessThanPermit:
                          ManualBlockManualBlock  ∧∧ WaterPressure WaterPressure  ≤≤ ‘Permit’ ‘Permit’

formalformal  operationalization operationalization patternspatterns
(Letier’02)

Goal-oriented elaboration process ends
where most specification techniques start
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OutlineOutline

uu IntroductionIntroduction
–– Problems & challenges with HASProblems & challenges with HAS
–– Problems & challenges with Problems & challenges with RERE for HAS for HAS

uu A goal-oriented RE method in actionA goal-oriented RE method in action
–– Goal refinement & abstractionGoal refinement & abstraction
–– Analysis of obstacles & conflictsAnalysis of obstacles & conflicts
–– Goal operationalizationGoal operationalization

uu Goal-based reasoning for higher assuranceGoal-based reasoning for higher assurance

uu ConclusionConclusion

Formal goal-based reasoning for higher assuranceFormal goal-based reasoning for higher assurance

uu Early analysis, partial models, intertwined withEarly analysis, partial models, intertwined with
model constructionmodel construction

Wide range of opportunities:
checking/deriving goal refinements

checking/deriving operationalizations

generating obstacles

generating boundary conditions for conflict

goal mining from scenarios

generating state machines from operationalizations

reusing goal-based specs by analogy
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Formal goal-based reasoning for higher assuranceFormal goal-based reasoning for higher assurance

uu Early analysis, partial models, intertwined withEarly analysis, partial models, intertwined with
model constructionmodel construction

uu Wide range of opportunities:Wide range of opportunities:
–– checking/deriving goal refinementschecking/deriving goal refinements

–– checking/deriving operationalizationschecking/deriving operationalizations

–– generating obstaclesgenerating obstacles

–– generating boundary conditions for conflictgenerating boundary conditions for conflict

–– goal mining from scenariosgoal mining from scenarios

–– generating state machines from operationalizationsgenerating state machines from operationalizations

–– reusing goal-based specs by analogyreusing goal-based specs by analogy

Checking goal refinementsChecking goal refinements

uu Aim:  show that refinement is correct & completeAim:  show that refinement is correct & complete
                                      R, Ass, DomR, Ass, Dom  |--|--    GG
          R: conjunctive set R: conjunctive set ofof requirements or subgoals requirements or subgoals
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Checking goal refinementsChecking goal refinements

uu Aim:  show that refinement is correct & completeAim:  show that refinement is correct & complete
                                      R, Ass, DomR, Ass, Dom  |--|--    GG
          R: conjunctive set R: conjunctive set ofof requirements or subgoals requirements or subgoals

uu Approach 1:   use TL theorem proverApproach 1:   use TL theorem prover
heavyweight, non-constructiveheavyweight, non-constructive

Checking goal refinementsChecking goal refinements

uu Aim:  show that refinement is correct & completeAim:  show that refinement is correct & complete
                                    R, Ass, DomR, Ass, Dom  |--|--    GG
    R: conjunctive set     R: conjunctive set ofof requirements or subgoals requirements or subgoals

uu Approach 1:   use TL theorem proverApproach 1:   use TL theorem prover
heavyweight, non-constructiveheavyweight, non-constructive

uu Approach 2:  use Approach 2:  use formal refinement patternsformal refinement patterns
lightweight, constructive:lightweight, constructive:
  -   - to complete partial refinementsto complete partial refinements
  - to explore alternative refinements  - to explore alternative refinements

                    (Darimont'96)
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Checking goal refinementsChecking goal refinements    (2)(2)

Idea:Idea:
uu Buid library of patterns  (structured by Buid library of patterns  (structured by tacticstactics))

uu Prove patterns once for allProve patterns once for all

uu Reuse through instantiation, in matching situationReuse through instantiation, in matching situation

e.g.e.g.  frequent patterns:frequent patterns:

C ⇒ C W TC ∧ D ⇒  ◊ T C ⇒  ◊ D

C ⇒  ◊ T

M ⇒  ◊ TC ⇒  ◊ M

C ⇒  ◊ T

milestonemilestone-driven-driven casecase-driven-driven

Checking goal refinementsChecking goal refinements    (3)(3)

Maintain [WorstCaseStoppingDistance]

Maintain
SafeAcceleration

Computed

milestone-driven

Achieve
AccelerCommand

Sent

Achieve
SentCommand

Received

Maintain
ReceivedCommand

Executed
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Checking goal refinementsChecking goal refinements    (4)(4)

Achieve [TrainProgress]
On (tr, b) ⇒  ◊ On (tr, next(b))

Achieve [ProgressWhenGo]
    On (tr, b) ∧ Go [next(b)] 
          ⇒  ◊ On (tr, next(b))

Achieve [SignalSetToGo]
  On (tr, b) ⇒  ◊ Go [next(b)]

missing subgoal !!
detectable automatically

Checking goal refinementsChecking goal refinements    (4)(4)

     Maintain [TrainWaiting]
 On (tr, b) ⇒
   On (tr, b) WW On (tr, next(b))

Achieve [TrainProgress]
On (tr, b) ⇒  ◊ On (tr, next(b))

Achieve [ProgressWhenGo]
    On (tr, b) ∧ Go [next(b)] 
          ⇒  ◊ On (tr, next(b))

Achieve [SignalSetToGo]
  On (tr, b) ⇒  ◊ Go [next(b)]

mathematical proofmathematical proof
         hidden         hidden

case-driven
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Refinement by case + milestone:  a real exampleRefinement by case + milestone:  a real example

milestone goals (from project @ CEDITI) 

Checking goal refinements  Checking goal refinements  (5)(5)

uu Approach 3:  early bounded model checkingApproach 3:  early bounded model checking
–– checking of goal modelschecking of goal models

–– partial modelspartial models

–– incremental checking/debuggingincremental checking/debugging

–– on selected object instances  on selected object instances  (propositionalization)(propositionalization)

–– ouput:ouput:
  OK  OK
  KO  KO +  + counter-example scenariocounter-example scenario

Roundtrip use of SAT solver, NuSMV, theorem proverRoundtrip use of SAT solver, NuSMV, theorem prover

Time for demo...Time for demo...
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Generating obstaclesGenerating obstacles

MovingOnRunway ⇒  o  ReverseThrustEnabled

MovingOnRunway
    ⇔    WheelsTurning

 WheelsTurning
  ⇒ o  ReverseThrustEnabled

expectation

?? ??

requirement

Generating obstaclesGenerating obstacles    (2)(2)

uu Deriving precondition for obstructionDeriving precondition for obstruction

            MovingOnRunwayMovingOnRunway  ⇒⇒    WheelsTurningWheelsTurning
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Generating obstaclesGenerating obstacles    (2)(2)

uu Deriving precondition for obstructionDeriving precondition for obstruction

            MovingOnRunwayMovingOnRunway  ⇒⇒    WheelsTurningWheelsTurning

        →→  goal negation:goal negation:

            ◊◊  MovingOnRunwayMovingOnRunway  ∧∧  ¬¬    WheelsTurningWheelsTurning

Generating obstaclesGenerating obstacles    (2)(2)

uu Deriving precondition for obstructionDeriving precondition for obstruction

            MovingOnRunwayMovingOnRunway  ⇒⇒    WheelsTurningWheelsTurning

  →→  goal negation:goal negation:

            ◊◊  MovingOnRunwayMovingOnRunway  ∧∧  ¬¬    WheelsTurningWheelsTurning

  →→  regress through Dom:regress through Dom:
            ? necessary conditions for wheels turning ?? necessary conditions for wheels turning ?

          WheelsTurningWheelsTurning  ⇒ ⇒ ¬¬  AquaplaningAquaplaning
    i.e.      AquaplaningAquaplaning  ⇒⇒    ¬¬  WheelsTurningWheelsTurning
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Generating obstaclesGenerating obstacles    (2)(2)

uu Deriving precondition for obstructionDeriving precondition for obstruction

            MovingOnRunwayMovingOnRunway  ⇒⇒    WheelsTurningWheelsTurning

  →→  goal negation:goal negation:

            ◊◊  MovingOnRunwayMovingOnRunway  ∧∧  ¬¬    WheelsTurningWheelsTurning

  →→  regress through Dom:regress through Dom:
            ? necessary conditions for wheels turning ?? necessary conditions for wheels turning ?

          WheelsTurningWheelsTurning  ⇒ ⇒ ¬¬  AquaplaningAquaplaning
    i.e.      AquaplaningAquaplaning  ⇒⇒    ¬¬  WheelsTurningWheelsTurning

  →→  RHS unifiable:RHS unifiable:

            ◊◊  MovingOnRunwayMovingOnRunway  ∧∧  Aquaplaning Aquaplaning               Warsaw obstacleWarsaw obstacle

Generating obstacles  Generating obstacles  (3)(3)

uu Using formal obstruction patternsUsing formal obstruction patterns

                        in fact we just used a frequent patternin fact we just used a frequent pattern::

T  ⇒  N◊  C ∧ ¬ N

C ⇒ T

domain propertydomain propertyobstacleobstacle

◊  C ∧ ¬ T
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ConclusionConclusion

uu Start thinking about high assurance Start thinking about high assurance at RE timeat RE time

uu Be constructiveBe constructive

uu Be formal (but lightweight) Be formal (but lightweight) whenwhen needed needed

uu Stay declarative as long as possibleStay declarative as long as possible
Goals provide better abstractions for decision makersGoals provide better abstractions for decision makers

ConclusionConclusion    (2)(2)

uu For constructive guarantee of high assurance:For constructive guarantee of high assurance:
       adopt a systematic elaboration process       adopt a systematic elaboration process

fromfrom high-level goals  high-level goals toto  detailed operational specsdetailed operational specs
      from from detailed operational specs detailed operational specs toto  high-level goalshigh-level goals

uu Adopt a system engineering perspectiveAdopt a system engineering perspective
model software model software + environment+ environment

          (e.g., attacker, attackee)(e.g., attacker, attackee)

uu Be prepared to exploreBe prepared to explore  && evaluate alternatives evaluate alternatives
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ConclusionConclusion    (3)(3)

uu Build rich modelsBuild rich models
–– multiple facets:multiple facets: intentional, structural, intentional, structural,
                            operational, responsibilities                            operational, responsibilities
–– multiple versions:multiple versions: current, to-be, evolutions current, to-be, evolutions

uu Be pessimistic from beginningBe pessimistic from beginning
⇒⇒    requirements-level exception handlingrequirements-level exception handling

uu Be prepared to handle conflictsBe prepared to handle conflicts
            ⇒⇒    conflict detection + resolution tacticsconflict detection + resolution tactics

ConclusionConclusion    (4)(4)

uu Benefits of multi-button frameworkBenefits of multi-button framework

–– semi-formalsemi-formal::
for modeling, navigation, traceabilityfor modeling, navigation, traceability

–– formalformal, , à la carteà la carte
for precise, incremental reasoningfor precise, incremental reasoning
                           on model fragments                           on model fragments
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The GRAIL toolThe GRAIL tool

KAOS model editor

Requirements
documents
generation

model
browser

The GRAIL/FAUST  analysis environmentThe GRAIL/FAUST  analysis environment

Model Checking

Animator

 Formal Editing

AcceptanceTest Case Generator

Pattern reuse

Obstacle Generator/Resolver

Consistency/Completeness analyser

KAOS 
model
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Thanks to the KAOS crewThanks to the KAOS crew

uu UCL @LLN:  basic researchUCL @LLN:  basic research
–– method, techniquesmethod, techniques
E. LetierE. Letier, H. Tran Van, L. Willemet, H. Tran Van, L. Willemet

uu CETIC / FAUST:  tech transfer centerCETIC / FAUST:  tech transfer center
–– applied research, formal analysis toolsapplied research, formal analysis tools

P. Massonet, J.F. Molderez, C. Ponsard, A. RifautP. Massonet, J.F. Molderez, C. Ponsard, A. Rifaut

uu CEDITI / IGLOO:  UCL spin-offCEDITI / IGLOO:  UCL spin-off
–– tool packaging  (semi-formal tools)tool packaging  (semi-formal tools)
–– industrial experience, consulting;  industrial experience, consulting;  feedbackfeedback
R. DarimontR. Darimont, E. Delor, C. Nève,  J.L. Roussel, E. Delor, C. Nève,  J.L. Roussel


